Pediatric Interventional Radiology Fellowship

Children's Hospital of Wisconsin
Location: Wisconsin USA
Affiliated Academic Institution: Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI
Contact: David Moe
Email: dmoe@chw.org
Website: https://www.mcw.edu/radiology/educational-programs/fellowship-programs/Pediatric-Radiology-Fellowship.htm

Description of Fellowship
Pediatric Interventional training is integrated into the one year ACGME Pediatric Radiology Fellowship and is only offered to individuals who have completed an ACGME Vascular Interventional Radiology Fellowship or IR Residency by the time of their arrival. The Section of Pediatric Imaging within the Department of Radiology at the Medical College of Wisconsin has two ACGME Pediatric Radiology fellowship positions yearly. Children's Hospital of Wisconsin, located on the same campus as the Medical College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee, is the section's major pediatric teaching hospital affiliation. Children's Hospital of Wisconsin is ranked among the best in the nation in all 10 specialties included in U.S News & World Report's 2106-17 Best Children’s Hospitals report. As one of the busiest pediatric hospitals in the nation, the Children's Hospital of Wisconsin is a Level I Pediatric Trauma Center and features one of the state's only Level IV Neonatal Intensive Care Units in the region that cares exclusively for children. The hospital is nationally recognized in neonatal, cardiac, bone marrow transplant and neurosciences programs. The pediatric liver transplant program is growing into one of the largest in the Midwest. The section of pediatric imaging interprets more than 120,000 diagnostic radiology exams annually in all modalities from hospital and multiple community based imaging centers. The department benefits from a diverse group of pediatric radiologists all with subspecialty interests including a world-class pediatric interventional radiology service and clinic supporting a major vascular anomalies referral center. Pediatric Radiology Fellows have the opportunity to rotate through all aspects of pediatric radiology including inpatient and outpatient experiences via an integrated PACS system. Subspecialty interests are strongly supported with fellowships tailored to the individual needs, interests and goals of each fellow. There is a high faculty to fellow ratio permitting in-depth and personalized training. Opportunities for a second subspecialty clinical instructor year are also offered. Additionally, internal moonlighting is available. Fellows benefit from a supervised, comprehensive curriculum comprised of a multitude of lectures and multi-disciplinary imaging conferences and have a myriad of research, publication, and national meeting presentation opportunities. All fellows are guided and mentored in the development of an educational pathway for academic and/or private practice success. Prerequisite training includes satisfactory completion of a diagnostic radiology residency program accredited by the ACGME, AOA or the RCPSC. Candidates must be able to obtain a Wisconsin Medical License.

Fellowship Details
- Pediatric IR Section Chief or Division Chief: Nghia "Jack" Vo MD
- Pediatric IR Fellowship Director: David Moe MD
- Fellowships Available:
  - Combined Pediatric Radiology and Pediatric Interventional Radiology
- Durations Available:
  - One year
- Number of 1 year or greater Fellowships: 2
- Start Date: July 1
- Approximate Call Frequency: Approximately 30 calls in a year
Elective Time offered during Fellowship: 4 months dedicated Pediatric IR time within Pediatric Diagnostic ACGME Fellowship

Number of Pediatric Fellows trained here in the last 5 years: 2

Does a combined fellowship result in eligibility for a CAQ (such as in IR or pediatric radiology), or other accreditation: Pediatric IR fellowship training is offered to individuals who (will) have completed an ACGME Adult Vascular Interventional Radiology Residency or Fellowship. Pediatric IR training is embedded within an ACGME Pediatric Radiology Fellowship, allowing CAQ in Pediatric Radiology upon completion.

Prerequisite requirements:
- ACGME IR Residency or Fellowship

Service Details

Number of pediatric IR attendings: 6
Number of adult IR attendings with direct teaching responsibility for the PIR fellows: 0
Number of neuroradiology or interventional neuroradiology attendings with direct teaching responsibility for the PIR fellows: 1
Approximate annual IR Pediatric case volume: Greater than 3000

Approximate annual case volume by subspecialty:
- Vascular Access ..............> than 200 cases a year
- Biopsy Drainage..................> than 200 cases a year
- Body Angiography & Intervention......Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Spine Interventions ............Between 5 and 20 cases a year
- Vascular Anomolies...............> than 200 cases a year
- Venous Interventions ..............Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Enteric access (G,GJ), Cecostomy .....> than 200 cases a year
- Locoregional tumor therapy ........Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Musculoskeletal Interventions ..........Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Biliary Interventions................Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- GU Interventions ..................Between 20 and 200 cases a year
- Diagnostic Cerebral Angiograms ......Between 20 and 200 cases a year